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Future High Adventure

Thailand 2021 Practice Dives
Troop 285 will be
traveling to Thailand
to venture on a
diving expedition set
for the spring of
2021.

L

ed by Will Toman’s
uncle, Steve
Richardson, a group
preparing for the 2021
Thailand
diving
expedition held a practice
session and campout at
Lake Travis in Austin, TX.
The group arrived on
Friday afternoon at Windy
Will Toman, Sam Griﬃth, Timothy Shapovalov, John Branch,
Point and after settling in,
Alex Shapovalov and Steve Richardson at Lake Travis
performed two dives that
afternoon.
Jim Griffith
was acting chef for the
group and made a hearty Upon surfac ing under the
Jambalaya for dinner that starlight, the group marveled at
the tranquility of the night sky.
evening.
After sundown, some of
the group participated in a
night dive, which was a
“cool” experience.
Blanketed under the dark
waters, with ﬂashlights in
hand, the group witnessed
ﬁsh catching “Z’s” in their
natural habitat.

The next day, on Saturday
morning, the group was back in
the lake for a morning dive and
afterwards, Chef Griﬃth
prepared a mountain man
breakfast for the group.
A
small group of four stayed to
dive one more time in the
afternoon and then broke camp
and returned home.
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Troop News and Trivia
Serving in a Time of Need:
As COVID-19 has impacted the community, a scout should be
compelled by their duty to others to be of service.
During the onset of the virus, when there were reports of a PPE
shortage, Will Toman took action. With no prior sewing
experience, Will took it upon himself to find a pattern and sew
19 masks, which were donated to a local medical facility.
Will has set a great example that hopefully will lead other scouts
and their families to consider different ways they can be of
service to others.
Lone Star Swimming MB:
With multiple summer camps cancelled, due
to COVID, the new Lone Star Patrol seemed to
be sunk. Casting the figurative life preserver,
new scout dad Philip Devlin was able to
secure the Deerfield swimming pool. He
coordinated with family friend and Eagle
Scout, Dr. Rob Sanders, to hold a four hour
class over two days in June. Thanks to both
Mr. Devlin and Dr. Sanders for brining this
together!

Many Miles with No Place to Go:
Philmont 2021 is still on the horizon next summer; however in
preparation for that trek, a group was planning to hit the Pecos
Wilderness in New Mexico, scheduled for late July. To prepare
for the trek there were multiple practice hikes at McAllister Park,
Eisenhower Park, Friedrich Park and Government Canyon.
Alas, the planned trek went the way of everything else in 2020. In
early July, as COVID cases began to increase, New Mexico issued
a mandatory 14-day quarantine for all those traveling into the
state, which made the planned trip unfeasible. Hopefully, an
alternate trek will planned later in the year.
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Trivia Time
Can any of the new scouts answer these Troop 285 Trivia questions?
•

What Year was the troop chartered?

•

Where did the troop originally meet?

•

Name three countries outside the United States where High Adventure expedition have been conducted.

•

Name the three BSA bases you must experience to earn the “Trifecta Award”.

•

Name the two special Troop 285 Awards.

•

How many scouting activities are mentioned in the troop song?

•

What are the inspiration words as you enter the Scout Lodge?

•

What geological survey object is located at the Scout Lodge?

•

What do the colors of our troop neckerchief represent?

•

What is unique about the lighting in the Scout Lodge?

Where was this photo taken?

Where was this photo taken?
But of more interest…What in
the world is Mr. Mac doing??
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Summer 2020 Activities

2020 Sea Base
St. Thomas, USVI
By
Nate Barber

“It didn't seem like we
would be able to go…it
really didn’t. Yet, we
were all glad we went!”

T

hree weeks before we were to depart for St. Thomas for our Sea Base adventure, all six dads
( John Carpenter, Kevin Helmrick, Roger Poupart, Shawn Hughes, Nate Barber & Tony
Smith) got together on a Zoom call to give our ﬁnal decisions about whether we were going
to travel abroad with COVID-19 lurking around every corner. On June 1st, the nation was relatively
stable, cases were in general decline, and the waters were ﬁguratively parting in front of us. We all
committed to Sea Base.
Fast forward to June 16th, three days before we were to leave. Cases in San Antonio and Texas
were becoming more volatile and Kevin Helmrick had to back out to support his family and his
role as CMIO at Methodist Healthcare System. We were sad to no longer have Dr. Helmrick and Will
on the trip with us, yet the rest of us still felt we would be able to go. Here is our ﬁnal roster:
John and Caleb Carpenter; Roger and Zach Poupart (Zach was Crew Leader); Shawn and Patrick
Hughes; Nate and Tommy Barber; and Tony and Bennet Smith (Tony is a friend of Kevin’s who
lives near Green Bay, Wisconsin).
We were very fortunate to be scheduled to go when we did, because the US Virgin Islands (USVI)
governor only opened up the islands a few days before. Had we won our initial bid for the week of
June 13th, we would not have been able to go. Had we been scheduled to go the week of June 27th,
we would have seen the cases skyrocketing and we would very possibly have chosen not to risk it.
The waters parted before us and crashed back down behind us.
This made for a very surreal trip. The ﬂights were relatively uneventful, saving the awkwardness
of ﬂying with face coverings and trying to not touch your face (or anything else) the entire trip.
Arrival at St. Thomas was interesting though. We were greeted by National Guard troops who took
our temperatures and asked us about COVID contact. Unfortunately, John Carpenter’s temperature
was normal and he had to continue on with us.
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We spent that ﬁrst night in a hotel and
explored St. Thomas a bit. We are thankful that
we had a shuttle driver with a 15-passenger van
who could chauﬀeur us all over the island. We
are especially thankful because they drive on
the left-hand side of the road, even though it is
a US territory and all the vehicles have steering
wheels on the left like we do here in Texas. It
was very bizarre every time the driver turned,
because it felt like we were always about to go
into oncoming traﬃc.
Travel during a pandemic.
Everyone wore face coverings.

Upon arrival at the boat at Sapphire Beach
Marina, all of our temperatures were again
checked…and again Carpenter’s was still ok.
Shucks.

After being assigned our brand-new snorkeling
gear, we loaded the boat and motored out
toward the open water. Until the engine died.
And we went adrift, toward the rocks.
Fortunately, our intrepid Captain Alex deftly
saved his boat from any damage. Realizing the
fuel supply was simply oﬀ, it was a quick ﬁx and
we were again motoring toward the open water.
The ﬁrst afternoon we motored over to
Christmas Cove, a few short miles from Sapphire
Beach. There, we dropped anchor and went
snorkeling, circumnavigating Fish Cay. For
several of the boys, this was their ﬁrst snorkeling
experience in crystal clear ocean water and their
delight was very apparent. That night we made
an easy meal of spaghetti then found a place to
“sleep”.

Our ﬁrst evening.
Sunset at Magens Bay Beach, St. Thomas, USVI

We all agree, Sea Base is a really fun place. We highly recommend it to anyone interested in going.
We also need you to know, you won’t sleep well. There just isn’t much ﬂat space on a boat, let alone
enough ﬂat space for 12 people. We sincerely don’t know where the Helmricks would have slept if
they were there. Also, if you are anchored for the evening (versus moored, where you’re tied into
the sea ﬂoor), dads and sons have to perform watch at night in 2-hour shifts to ensure you don’t
become un-anchored and drift into the neighboring $2,000,000 catamaran.
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Our Trip
If you’re counting, there were ten of us, and Captain Alex makes eleven. So how did we get to
12? We were fortunate to have Rea as First Mate. She was excellent at free diving and talking to the
boys about the pop-culture, which we dads truly know nothing.
The ﬁrst morning, the boys chose to set sail for Buck Island. This was our ﬁrst time sailing and
we used 2 of the 4 sails on our schooner. Once at Buck Island, we snorkeled over a shipwreck and
hiked to see the remains of a lighthouse from the 1600s. It’s amazing that the structure from a
battered lighthouse has survived this long. We also saw lots of large tropical seabirds, known as
the booby. Imagine a seagull, but with red feet and a blue bill. Now
imagine sleeping with 10,000 of those birds squawking in your
backyard. That was our second night!
The next morning the boys hoisted all 4 sails and sailed around
Frenchcap to earn miles toward our 50 miler award. Most of the boys
really enjoyed sailing fast with the engine oﬀ. Some said it was their
favorite part. I’m not sure some of the green-gilled dads were as
enthralled. That afternoon we arrived at Maho Bay were we
snorkeled with dozens of sea turtles. That area is called Turtle Town
by the locals. That may have been the favorite part for most of us
dads. Afterwards we grilled burgers on the beautiful white sand
beach of Maho Bay before probably our ﬁrst restful-ish night.
On the fourth day we motored over to Leinster Bay early and swam
ashore to see Mary Point Estate, a historic sugar plantation. From
Leinster Bay we motored around the northern side of St. John, about

Sailing vessel Daphnae.
A schooner designed for
extreme environments.
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75% of which is US National Park. We were careful to not enter British Virgin Island waters, which
are closed to any travel, coming or going. That night, as we slept in Round Bay, we got rained on.
Imagine that, it rains on tropical islands.
The ﬁfth day we snorkeled among the
mangrove trees in Hurricane Hole before sailing
to Salt Pond Bay. There, we swam ashore and
grilled some pork chops before endeavoring to
hike to Ram Head point. I say, “endeavor”
because the person at the front took the wrong
trail and led us up a very, very steep incline to
the middle of nowhere. I won’t mention who that
front person was, except that his temperature was
still normal. Salt Pond Bay wasn’t all bad, though.
The boys made an epic sand castle that
incorporated a hermit crab king. Ask Caleb
Carpenter about his video.
The sixth day was our last day at sea. We put in
some extra sailing south of St. John to ensure we
Leinster Bay, St. John, USVI
had enough miles on our trek to qualify for the
50-miler
award. We also stopped to snorkel one last time and did a
“commando jump” oﬀ the side of the boat while it was still
moving. We also did a bumper rodeo, where scouts tried to
jump into the water and stay on a bumper (the bumpers that
go between a boat and a dock … picture a rubber cylinder 8inches in diameter by 3-feet long). That was good fun.
The last evening we motored back into the Sapphire Beach
Marina where the boys swabbed the deck and we watched
Captain Ron, the cheesy 90’s ﬁlm with Kurt Russell and
Martin Short. Captain Alex says this movie is basically his life.
We can’t disagree.

Caleb Carpenter reels one in

Travel back home was again uneventful and we all returned
safely, free of COVID-19. We are all glad to have routine access
to showers and real beds that don’t move.
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In all, it was an amazing
adventure that we still can’t
believe we got to have. Zach
Poupart did an excellent
job as Crew Leader and we
are grateful that Tony and
Bennet Smith joined us
from Wisconsin, even
though they knew none of
us before they met us in the
Miami Airport. They are
great people.
The boys had a lot of fun
learning enough about
sailing that they all now feel
comfortable being part of a
crew. The boys also had
several raucous evenings
playing card games like Uno
and Spot-It. With beautiful
clear water, beautiful white
sand beaches, and
surprisingly good food, we
w h o l e h e a r t e d l y
recommend Sea Base St.
Thomas to anyone. Just try
to not go during a
pandemic.
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Lone Star Patrol at

CAMP FAWCETT
By Merrick Devlin - Lone Star Patrol & Chris Alonso

I

t really was to no one’s surprise…the way
things were going, it was easy to predict the
way it would play out. Like a line of dominos,
tipped prematurely, notiﬁcations were coming
through that summer camps were cancelling due
to COVID-19. First Lost Pines and then the trip to
Camp Meriwether in Oregon - and like that - it
seemed the summer was going to slip away.
It was most disappointing to realize that the new
Lone Star Patrol would be deprived of their
introductory summer camp experience at Lost
Pines and of earning their ﬁrst round of merit
badges. Furthermore, they would miss out on
the camaraderie developed at summer camp.

Fortunately, our Scoutmaster Bill McCalister was
able to secure a long weekend at Camp Fawcett,
beginning on Thursday, June 18th through Sunday,
June 21st. And with the help of moms and dads,
the Lone Stars were able hold an abbreviated, but
fun-ﬁlled summer camp!
Thursday at noon, the group met at the usual
Brook Hollow HEB parking lot. To the group’s
surprise, Kristen Shapovalov had created one-of-akind Camp Fawcett caps for everyone attending.
What’s a camp without a souvenir item to bring
home?
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The drive near Camp Fawcett was a gorgeous
and fun ride through the hill country. When
we arrived, the group set up camp under the
shade of the pecan trees. The weather was
great - warm but free of rain. The cloud
cover was enough to keep the daytime
tolerable and the wind gusts at night kept us
as cool as possible.
After setting up camp, the group went for a
small hike to tour the camp and ended up
enjoying the view at the Nueces River, which
was crystal clear…at least it was before the
scouts dove in the following day. Afterwards,
the group made it up to the dining hall for a
great dinner prepared by ASM Roy Schultz.
Camp Fawcett was a fun and productive
camp for the scouts, but don’t take my word
for it. See what Lone Star Merrick Devlin had
to say about his experience at Camp Fawcett
on the following page.

The line-up L-R: Samuel Barber (The Stray Cat
from Cougar Patrol), PL Timothy Shapovalov,
Thomas Murray, PL Aidan Alonso, Gregory
Shapovalov, Ryan Alonso, Merrick Devlin, Grant
Niebergall, Conor Ferguson, Pierce McBrayer &
SPL Quinn Niebergall (Not Pictured)

The scouts feasted at Café 285, with
Master Chef ASM Roy Schultz providing
all of the meals.
Thursday : Supper featured BBQ
chicken, pork & beans, boiled potatoes,
7 Up Cake and Big Red Cake for
dessert.
Friday : Breakfast was scrambled eggs,
grilled potatoes, patty sausage and hot,
buttered grits ; lunch was ham & swiss
cheese sandwiches, chips & salsa,
cookies, and watermelon slices ; supper
featured shrimp, sausage & chicken
gumbo, beignets and root beer floats.
Saturday :
Breakfast featured
blueberry & pecan pancakes and
orange juice ; lunch was grilled hot
dogs, pretzels and watermelon slices ;
supper featured grilled Kielbasa
sausage, Ranch style beans ; scratch
made Mac & Cheese and peach cobbler
for dessert. After the Vesper Service
we had S’mores made with Reeces
Pieces chocolate.
Sunday :
Breakfast was scrambled
eggs, patty sausage, tortillas and
orange juice.
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“Camp Fawcett was an amazing experience
to learn brand new things, work on fun,
hands-on merit badges, and best of all, we
were able to be separated from the outside
world for four days in nature! It was a great
way to connect with the other scouts and
not focus on anything else, other than the
moment we were in. It was the perfect
nature getaway.

Pioneering

We probably had the most fun sleeping in
the 95 degree weather every night! But, we
had a decent breeze to get us through that.
The meals were one of the absolute best
parts. Mr. Schultz whipped up the best ﬁve
star breakfasts, lunches, and dinners - we
were on a campout, just to say.

Tim McBrayer with Scout Gregory
Shapovalov

We were expecting the latrines to be a hole
in the ground! That part really surprised
us. They were pretty nice showers and
toilets considering that this was two and a
half hours from San Antonio, (except for
the fact that there were wasp nests in a few
of them).
On Saturday we did a service project to
clear out all of the cedar around the mess
hall. We used saws and loppers to chop all
of them down. We cleared enough cedar to
make several very large piles
that were about as big as a living room.”
The group actually completed two service
projects. As the Lone Starts were initiated
into Troop 285’s favorite pastime, the
adults performed some clearing to
reestablish the trail to Maddox Mound
from the roadside marker to the top of the
hill.

Philip Devlin with Scout Thomas Murray

Grant Niebergall and
Thomas Murray
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Merrick goes on to say, “A part of this trip I
might remember the best is the river. We
swam two of the days we were there. The
river was extremely clear and the water
color varied from turquoise, to green, and
blue. There were a variety of diﬀerent
rocks smoothed out by the water over time
which made walking underwater feel a lot
better on our feet. There was also a gaga
ball pit in which we spent pretty much all
of our free time. On the very last night, we
hiked all the way to the top of a hill and
had our church service there. We
watched the sunset go down from that
very spot. I will very likely remember the
summer where we went to Camp Fawcett,
and not just because of COVID-19.”
The success of Camp Fawcett was due to
great cooperation from the entire group of
adults who helped bring the weekend
together.
Scoutmaster Bill McCalister
secured the location, and led Indian Lore;
ASM Roy Schultz volunteered his time to
cook for the group; Philip Devlin and Tim
McBrayer led Pioneering; Jerry McNulty
from Alamo Area Council drove out simply
to teach Wood Carving; Alex Shapovalov
led Signs, Signals & Codes; Patrol Leader
Timothy Shapovalov led Leatherwork; Tim
Murray led Mammal Study; Christopher
Alonso led Nature - really Risa Alonso did
all the work of researching and preparing
notebooks. Thanks to everyone who
helped prevent the summer from being a
bummer and turning it into a great
experience for Lone Star!

Signs, Signals, & Codes

Pierce McBrayer Sending an “M”

Aidan Alonso & Merrick Devlin Receiving Semaphore Signals

Indian Lore

Evening Chat On Indian Lore
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Wood Carving

Conor Ferguson, Aidan
Alonso, Quinn Niebergall,
& Timothy Shapovalov
enjoy conversation and
wood carving.

Left: Lone Stars enjoy the cool, lateafternoon swims in the Nueces River.
Below: Vespers & Sunset
on Maddox Mound.

Back L-R: ASM Ted Lee & Chance, Philip Devlin, Tim Murray, Quinn Niebergall, Aidan Alonso, Chris Alonso, Alex Shapovalov, Conor Ferguson, Timothy Shapovalov,
Matt Ferguson, SM Bill McCalister, Tim McBrayer
Front L-R: Tommy Murray, Gregory Shapovalov, Sam Barber (Back), Ryan Alonso, Merrick Devlin, Asher Devlin (Front), Pierce McBrayer, Grant Niebergall
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Troop Service Projects

TROOP 285
WE’RE

l
l
i
t
S

IN SERVICE
With sixteen volunteers, the troop committed a few hours
on Tuesday, August 4th to help stock the Coker Food
Pantry. The troop unloaded 12,000 lbs. of food, which will
go to help feed an increased number of families in need,
including those families that have been affected by the
economic impacts of the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic.
Special thanks and recognition should be given to First
Class Scout John Canter for taking the initiative to
organize the troop’s participation in this event, which has
continued for the weeks leading up to the start of school.
Thanks to all the scouts and parents that volunteered their
time for this noble cause!

SCOUTS FILLING THE COKER FOOD
PANTRY WITH 12,000 LBS OF FOOD.

The Volunteers

L-R: TRES JASS, CHRISTIAN DIAZ, QUINN NIEBERGALL, SAM GRIFFITH, TIMOTHY SHAPOVALOV,
JAMESON ADAMS, THOMAS BEYER, JOHN CANTER, LEIGH GRIFFITH, J.J. JASS, SM BILL MCCALISTER,
KRISTEN SHAPOVALOV, & LORRAINE CANTER
FRONT: MATTHEW DIAZ, NATHANIEL & GREGORY SHAPOVALOV. PHIL CANTER (NOT PICTURED)
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GUADALUPE RIVER STATE PARK SERVICE PROJECT
L-R: Harrison Doyle, ASM Kevin Helmrick, Joseph & Will Helmrick, PR Gabriel Garza, Aidan Alonso, Michael Doyle, Christian & Matthew Diaz

The
troop
also
participated in two service
projects led by ASPL Will
Helmrick. Here’s what Will
has to report about those
efforts.

On Saturday, August 8, a group of six Scouts and four dads completed a service
project at Guadalupe River State Park (GRSP).
We worked in the protected
Honey Creek State Natural Area. Our project included brush cleanup along the
trails, as well as clearing a tree that had fallen over and was blocking the trail.
We removed small cedar trees, and trimmed low hanging branches over the
roads. The Park Ranger that we worked with was Gabriel Garza. The Scouts in
attendance were Harrison Doyle, Aidan Alonso, Christian and Matthew Diaz, and
Joseph and Will Helmrick. Dads included Michael Doyle, Chris Alonso, Daniel
Diaz, and Kevin Helmrick. Will Helmrick made homemade oatmeal and raisin
cookies for a snack which were enjoyed by all. [They were outstanding!! - Chris
Alonso] We visited the Honey Creek area at the conclusion of the service
project. Below are some pictures of our project.
Will Helmrick
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North Loop Clean-Up
On Saturday, August 15, a service project
was led by ASPL Will Helmrick. The goal of
this service project was a trash pickup along
North Loop Road next to Coker United
Methodist Church and the nearby bike trail.
The service project was successful and the
area looks much better. A group of about
fifteen Lone Star boys and dads worked for
two hours from 9:00am-11:00am.
Afterwards, the group was treated with
chocolate chip cookies baked by Will
Helmrick…again, outstanding! The Alonso
family looks forward to the next service
project lead by Will Helmrick…cookies.

The group included (L-R): Joseph Helmrick, ASM Kevin Helmrick and ASPL Will Helmrick; 285 alumni Tim Murray and Scout Tommy
Murray; PL Timothy Shapovalov and Gregory Shapovalov; PL Aidan Alonso, Scout Ryan Alonso and Chris Alonso; Scout Pierce
McBrayer and Tim McBrayer; Scout Merrick Devlin and Philip Devlin.
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Lone Star
Patrol
Hike
Eager to hit the trail, both literally and figuratively, Merrick Devlin and his dad had a great recommendation to plan a hike for
the Lone Star Patrol, in order to keep the group advancing towards earning their Second Class rank. On Saturday, August 29th
the patrol hit Friedrich Park at 7:30am to do a quick hike along the Main Loop to Restoration Way trail. First Class Scouts Tres
Jass and John Canter attended to helped lead the group through some map and compass skills. Arrow of Light Scout Will
Rogers, from Pack 285, and his father Phil Rogers also joined the group for a portion of the hike.
Despite the early start, it was a hot day with temperatures starting in the 80’s. The air was a bit stagnant, but as the group
rounded the North side of the trail, there was a slight reprieve under the shade of the trees, as a subtle but welcomed breeze
came through. The hike took a bit longer than expected, since there were frequent stops along the way to work on scout skills
(to the chagrin of the old folks in the group, battling the heat). However, the group returned to the pavilion just before 10:30am
and none of the “ugly kids or oldies” were lost along the way…guess that means it was a success!
The scouts in attendance were, Aidan & Ryan Alonso, John Canter, Merrick Devlin, Tres Jass, Pierce McBrayer, Grant
Niebergall, Jeremiah Paredez, and Timothy & Gregory Shapovalov. The dads that attended included Chris Alonso, Phil Canter,
Philip Devlin, J.J. Jass and Tim McBrayer.

Bob Marshall Pack-rafting Adventure
19

T

his trip was
planned as a
high adventure fishing
trip in the Bob Marshall
Wilderness. We would
rent pack-rafts in
Missoula, MT and
backpack in over a
mountain pass to Youngs
Creek. We would raft our
way down Youngs Creek
to the Confluence of
Youngs Creek and the
Danaher River, the start of
the Flathead River.

Bob Marshall
Pack-Rafting
Adventure
By Alan Gustin

WHITEWATER RAFTING CLASS IN BUENA VISTA, COLORADO

Before beginning the actual trip within the Bob Marshall Wilderness, we took a whitewater rafting class in
Buena Vista, CO while on our way up to the Bob. None of us had any whitewater experience. Quinn and
Will were the only ones to successfully make it through the whitewater course without flipping their raft.
We picked up the rafts that we rented and learned how to set them up in the hotel room. We waited two
days in Missoula, MT for the rain to stop in the Bob. They had 3” of rain and the water levels in the rivers
would have been too dangerous for us to raft.
We started hiking on July 1 at the Pyramid Pass trail head. Our packs weighed 50 lbs. with 7 days of food,
gear and rafts. We saw some bear tracks along this trail, but never saw the bear.
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PYRAMID PASS TRAIL HEAD

LEARNING HOW TO INFLATE THE PACK RAFTS IN
MISSOULA, MT HOTEL ROOM

LAUNCHING THE RAFTS IN YOUNGS CREEK

We got to our raft put-in point after 3 days of
hiking. Now was the real test. We had almost
no whitewater experience, using rafts that we
had never used before. What could go wrong?
The water in the picture above is deeper than it
looks. We could not have crossed the stream
here on foot.
We fished and rafted our way down the
Flathead to the Big Prairie ranger station, a
m u s t - s e e p l a c e . [ T h e N i e b e rg a l l s a l s o
mentioned that ASM Alan Gustin was an
outstanding chief and prepared the best meals
they’ve had on a high adventure trek.]
ENTERING THE BOB
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Fun on the Flathead River
These pictures do not show all the exciting experiences we had out there. We only got pictures when we
were not busy navigating whitewater, trees, boulders and tricky currents. All but one of us ended up in the
water during the trip. I lost count of the number of portages we had on Youngs Creek.

SCOUTS RAFTING ON THE FLATHEAD RIVER

LOG JAM ON YOUNGS CREEK
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At the end of the trip, down the
Flathead, was a gorge with class IV
rapids that we wanted to make sure we
avoided. We were extremely cautious
about getting to this takeout point. On
that last day, we got out in time to
portage around the gorge.
If you go past this point you will enter
Meadow Creek Gorge, which will go
through 3 miles of class III and IV rapids.
There is only a tiny sign up on the rocks
above the river warning you to get out.
After successfully reaching the Meadow
Creek trail head we camped overnight
and Mr. Mac’s friend, Mac McDermott,
drove 150 miles to pick us up in the
morning.

HIGH ADVENTURE PACKRAFTING IN THE
BOB MARSHALL WILDERNESS

Big
Prairie
Ranger
Station
in God’s
Country.

VISIT TO THE HISTORICAL BIG PRAIRIE RANGER STATION

Mr. McDermott brought us water and snacks. He dropped us off at the Kalispell airport where Will Toman
got on a plane to Denver, and the Gustins and Niebergalls met the moms to go on a family vacation.
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August 30th Court of honor
Photos by ASM Zachary Aoki

The Eagle Court of Honor was another unique experience, due to covid-19. The Court was
held on a Sunday afternoon with ASM Dr. Kevin Helmrick taking everyone’s temperature as
they entered the sanctuary. Each family sat separately in their own pew and face-masks
were mandatory.
This Court began with the Scout Investiture Ceremony led by Sm Bill McCalister and
assisted by ASPL Quinn Niebergall.
Six scouts were initiated on the Scouting Trail.
Congratulations Ryan Alonso, Gregory Shapovalov, Merrick Devlin, Pierce McBrayer,
Grant niebergall, and Jeremiah Paredez.

Pierce McBrayer

Jeremiah Paredez
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There were six scouts that earned the rank of Tenderfoot. Congratulations Ryan Alonso,
Samuel Barber, Merrick Devlin, Conor Ferguson, Grant Niebergall, and Gregory Shapovalov.

Ryan Alonso

Conor Ferguson

Samuel Barber

Grant Niebergall

Merrick Devlin

Gregory Shapovalov
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Continuing on the scouting trail, congratulations to
Tommy Barber, who earned the rank of Second Class.
There were three scouts who put in the hard work
required for their First Class Rank. Congratulations
to caleb Carpenter, Carter Hartnett and Joseph
Helmrick.
There were no scouts that earned their Star Rank this
Court of Honor. However, two scouts earned the rank
of Life Scout and are making that final push towards
Eagle. Congratulations to Christian Diaz and Timothy
Shapovalov.
Tommy Barber

Caleb Carpenter

Christian Diaz

Carter hartnett

Joseph Helmrick

Timothy Shapovalov
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There were several other
awards and recognitions
delivered at the Court of
Honor.
ASM Roger Poupart presented
Eagle Scout Sam Griffith with
his religious emblem award.
As a reminder, every Scout
should try to earn the
religious emblem of their
faith!
Sam Griffith didn’t stop with
his Religious Emblem Award.
Sam and Harrison Doyle both
earned Eagle Palm Awards for
continuing to earn merit
badges after achieving their
Eagle Rank.
James Gustin also earned an
award for 75 Nights of
Camping.

There were also a couple of
High Adventure presentations.
The Sea Base Crew was
presented the Captain’s
Award, a recognition for being
an outstanding crew. Will
Toman
also
gave
a
presentation on the Bob
Marshall Pack-Rafting Trip.
Afterwards, the Eagle Court
began and ASM Tom Taylor
gave a moving Trail-to-Eagle
Address.
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Eagle Scout Award Presentations
James Alan Gustin
Leadership Positions:
Assistant Senior Patrol Leader, Patrol Leader
of Nighthawk Patrol, Quartermaster, Den
Chief - Pack 285
Recognition:
JROTC promotion to 1st Lt., Jefferson Davis
Leadership Award, Order of the Arrow,
International School of the Americas Cum
Laude
Interest:
Cars, Fishing, Photography
Scouting Highlights:
Lost Pines (2013), Tres Ritos (2014), Wind River
Wilderness (2015, 2017), Northern Tier (2016), NYLT (2018), NAYLE Philmont (2018), Bob
Marshall Wilderness (2017, 2020), Lost Pines Staff Member (2018), Philmont Scout Ranch
(2019).
Eagle Project:
James created a Chimney Swift Tower in the Lorence Creek Preserve. The tower was painted
with ecologically friendly paint and has an infographic giving the residents information
about the tower.
James earned 35 Merit Badges.

James Gustin with his family

ASM Alan Gustin placing James’
slide as he is given his Eagle
neckerchief
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Eagle Scout Award Presentations
Boyd Addison Meltzer
Boyd inherited the Eagle Pin that his
uncle earned in Troop 285.
Leadership Positions:
Assistant Patrol Leader - Fox Patrol, Patrol Leader Nighthawk Patrol, Order of the Arrow Representative,
Quartermaster
Recognition:
National Youth Leadership Training, Order of the
Arrow, ACDA National Honor Choir
Interest:
Varsity Tennis, Soccer, Basketball
Scouting Highlights:
Mile Swim; Big Bend Adventure, Climbing Guadalupe
Peak; Rafting in Royal Gorge, Lost Pines Scout Camp;
Tres Ritos Scout Camp; Wind River, WY; Sea Base Florida Keys; Bob Marshall Wilderness MT
Eagle Project:
Planned, designed and constructed a dog park at Haven
for Hope for use by the dogs occupying Haven’s kennel
and dog owners in the surrounding community.
Transformed a vacant lot filled with trash and debris
into a fenced dock park with benches, play obstacles,
signage, and a clean-up station. Raised $5,367 and led
19 volunteers in 265 hours to complete the project.
Education:
Graduate of TMI - Episcopal; Attending Trinity Univ.
Boyd earned 32 Merit Badges.
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Scoutmaster’s Comments:
It’s late in May 2020. The year of COVID 19. Fear and panic fill the air. Sadly,
our summer will be a disaster, as all of our planned activities, including two
Summer Camp sessions and a canoeing expedition at Bissett, Manitoba, have
been cancelled. Oh, what shall we do ?
No problem ! Troop 285 exemplifies the basic Texas Philosophy : When life
bucks you off, you dust-off and get right back in the saddle. And, so we did.
We conducted our own “Summer Camp” session at Camp Fawcett for the Lone Star Patrol. The
result : lots of fun, including GaGa Ball action and swimming in the crystal clear Nueces River, and
the scouts earned a whopping 58 merit badges ! “Highlights” included having the Texas State
Champion Wood Carver and his son there to teach the Wood Carving merit badge and epicurean “Café
285” dining for all of the meals provided by super-chef ASM Roy Schultz. Other activities included a
weekend of scuba diving at Lake Travis and a fun-filled Seabase expedition of sailing near St. Thomas
in the U.S. Virgin Islands, and a great rafting expedition in the Bob Marshall Wilderness in Montana.
A major achievement this summer occurred when First Class scout John Canter alerted the troop to
provide critically needed assistance for the Coker UMC Food Pantry. Thanks to John’s action,
volunteers unloaded 12,000 pounds of food on August 4 and 11,000 pounds of food on August 18.
The Food Pantry now serves over 200 families each week. What a great example of living the
principles of our Scout Oath !
Troop 285 likes to operate “under the radar” when it comes “To help other people at all times”. We
have a great tradition of charity. Here are some examples :
• You probably are aware of our record with Eagle Scout Service Projects. Our troop families
and some friends have funded and our scouts have spent nearly $275,000 in the execution of
those projects to benefit our community.
• In 2019, our troop made donations of $10,208 to non-profit organizations.
• In 2020, our troop has already made donations of $12,425 to non-profit organizations.
• Operation Camp Fawcett is currently in progress. This is an ambitious undertaking. Another
classic “285” project. Stay tuned for details.
So, quietly and without fanfare, we are making our community a better place while we set the
example by living the principles of our Scout Oath. We all should be extremely proud to be a
contributing part of our great troop and to continue the tradition of service “under the radar”.
In June, I attended the “Service of Celebration and Thanksgiving” for William Steele Sessions, the
former Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Of course, he was connected to our troop, as
he was the father of ASM Mark Sessions and the Grandfather of Eagle Scout Steele Sessions.
During the Service, these inspirational words were spoken about him :
“A man’s actions paint a portrait of his life”
A bodaciously thought-provoking statement, which begs the soul-stirring
question for each of us : Every time you look in the mirror, ask yourself…How
will my portrait look ?
Bill McCalister
Scoutmaster
Summer 2020
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